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Abstract 
 
In this paper we investigate the effect of Head Start on long term education and labor market 
outcomes using data from the NLSY79. The contributions to the existing literature on the 
effectiveness of Head Start are threefold: (1) we are the first to examine distributional effects of 
Head Start on long term outcomes (2) we do not rely on quasi-experimental variation in Head 
Start participation but instead perform a nonparametric bounds analysis that relies on weak 
stochastic dominance assumptions and (3) we consider education and labor market outcomes 
observed for individuals in their early 30s. The results show that Head Start has a statistically 
significant positive effect on years of education, in particular for women, blacks and Hispanics. 
For wage income we also find evidence that Head Start has beneficial impacts, with effects 
located at the lower end of the distribution. 
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1 Introduction

Head Start is a major federally funded preschool program in the U.S. It is targeted at children

from low-income parents and provides these children and their parents with schooling, health,

nutrition, and social welfare services. Although many studies argue that investments in early

childhood, including preschool, are crucial for many outcomes later in life (Knudsen et al.

(2006); Elango et al. (2016)), there are concerns about the effectiveness of Head Start. Many

of the recent concerns are based on results from the Head Start Impact Study (HSIS), which

randomly assigned about 5,000 eligible 3- and 4-year old children either to a treatment group

that was allowed to enroll in a participating Head Start center or to a control group that did not

have access to any of the participating Head Start centers. The results from this randomized

experiment show positive effects of Head Start on cognitive outcomes immediately after the

program, but these positive effects quickly fade out (Puma et al. (2010)). Recently Kline and

Walters (2016) and Feller et al. (2016) show that the finding of fade out is sensitive to the choice

of counterfactual treatment. In addition, as argued by Gibbs et al. (2011), fade out in cognitive

test scores does not necessarily imply that Head Start is ineffective. In fact, many studies that

have evaluated Head Start using quasi-experimental designs find positive effects on medium and

longer term outcomes such as high school completion, crime and health outcomes (Currie and

Thomas, 1995, 2000; Deming, 2009; Ludwig and Miller, 2007; Carneiro and Ginja, 2014).

A disadvantage of these quasi-experimental studies is that they rely on stronger assumptions

than the randomized experiment of the Head Start Impact Study. In addition, most studies

observe individuals in their teens or early 20s. For certain outcomes, such as crime, these may

be appropriate ages to measure the outcome variable. Measuring education in people’s early 20s

could however lead to truncation because individuals might not have finished their education.

Similarly, labor market outcomes are better measured when individuals are in their early 30s if

one wants to reduce life-cycle bias (Bhuller et al., 2016; Böhlmark and Lindquist, 2006; Haider

and Solon, 2006).

In this study we investigate the effect of Head Start on long term education and labor

market outcomes and contribute to the existing literature in three ways. First, we use a partial

identification approach that does not require exogenous variation in Head Start participation but
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instead relies on weak stochastic dominance assumptions. Second, we investigate the impact of

Head Start on education and labor market outcomes observed for individuals in their 30s. Third,

instead of estimating a (local) average treatment effect, we estimate upper and lower bounds

around cumulative potential outcome distributions. By focusing on cumulative distributions we

can investigate whether the impact of Head Start differs between the top and bottom end of the

outcome distribution. To our knowledge we are the first to investigate the distributional impact

of Head Start on long term outcomes. Bitler et al. (2014) also estimate distributional impacts

of Head Start, but they estimate quantile treatment effects on cognitive and non-cognitive

outcomes in preschool through 1st grade while we focus on long term education and labor

market outcomes.

To obtain informative bounds on the causal effect of Head Start we rely on two weak stochas-

tic dominance assumptions. Since Head Start is targeted at disadvantaged children we first

assume that the potential outcome distributions of Head Start participants are weakly stochasti-

cally dominated by those of nonparticipants. In addition we assume that the potential outcome

distributions of individuals with low educated parents are weakly stochastically dominated by

those of individuals with high educated parents. The first assumption is a variant of a monotone

treatment selection (MTS) assumption, while the second implies that we use parental education

as a monotone instrumental variable (MIV) following Manski and Pepper (2000).

Combining these stochastic dominance assumptions results in lower bounds that show that

Head Start has a positive and statistically significant effect on years of education and on wage

income. We also find that there is important heterogeneity in the effectiveness of the program.

The significant positive effects are concentrated at the lower end of the distribution, and the

effects are strongest for women, blacks and Hispanics. In line with Kline and Walters (2016)

and Feller et al. (2016) we find evidence indicating that the counterfactual matters: the lower

bounds are higher when the counterfactual is only informal care compared to a counterfactual

which is a mixture of informal care and other preschool.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the Head Start

program, the previous literature and how our paper contributes to this previous literature. In

Section 4 we explain the partial identification approach and the identifying assumptions. Section

3 describes our data set, the National Longitudinal Study of Youth 1979, the sample restrictions
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and the construction of the outcome variables. The results are shown in Section 5 and finally

Section 6 summarizes and concludes.

2 Background and literature

In 1965, Head start was launched by the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO), with the goal

to prepare children from disadvantaged backgrounds for compulsory schooling by providing

these children and their parents with schooling, health, nutrition, and social welfare services. It

started as an eight-week summer program, but from 1966 onwards it continued as a year-round

program. Head Start is targeted at children from low-income families, more specifically, children

from families with income below or on the poverty line are eligible to participate in Head Start.

Starting with the Westinghouse Study in 1969 there have been numerous evaluations of

the short term impacts of Head Start, while there are only a handful of studies that consider

long term outcomes. The most recent findings on short term effects come from the Head Start

Impact Study (HSIS). In the Head Start Impact Study eligible children were randomly assigned

to a treatment group that could enroll in one of the participating Head Start centers or to a

control group. This control group could not enroll in one of the participating Head Start centers,

but these children could enroll in another preschool program including non-participating Head

Start centers. Puma et al. (2010) compare the outcomes of the children in the treatment and

control groups and find positive average effects on cognitive outcomes in preschool, but the

effects disappear in kindergarten through 3rd grade. Bitler et al. (2014) use data from the

Head Start impact Study to investigate the distributional effects of Head Start. They estimate

instrumental variable quantile treatment effects and find substantial effects of Head Start on

cognitive outcomes in preschool with the largest effects at the bottom end of the distribution and

for Hispanics. The effects fade out in elementary school for the full sample, but the cognitive

gains persist for some Spanish speakers.

Two recent studies address the issue that the control group could enroll in another preschool

program. Feller et al. (2016) use a principal stratification framework and find strong positive

short-term effects of Head Start for children whose counter-factual treatment would be home-

based care, while they find no meaningful impact of Head Start for children whose counter-
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factual treatment would be other center-based care. Kline and Walters (2016) use a semi-

parametric selection model and obtain similar findings as Feller et al. (2016); positive effects on

test scores of Head Start compared to home-based care but Head Start is about as effective at

raising test scores as competing preschools.

All the studies on long term effects of Head Start are based on quasi-experimental evidence.

Garces et al. (2002) and Deming (2009) both estimate family-fixed effect models and assume

that variation in Head Start participation between siblings is exogenous. Garces et al. (2002)

use the 1995 wave of the PSID and find no statistically significant average effects on outcomes

for individuals in their early 20s. For whites, however, they find a higher likelihood of high

school completion (20 percentage points), higher college attendance (28 percentage points) and

higher earnings from work (76 percent).1 They do not find effects on the education and income

of African-Americans.2 Deming (2009) uses the CNLSY (the children of the women in the

NLSY79) and finds strong positive effects on a summary index of adult outcomes. In addition

he finds that Head Start participation increases high school graduation for blacks and boys (by

about 10 percentage points), but not for non-blacks and girls. Effects on college enrollment are

also found, in particular for blacks (14 percentage points) and girls (9 percentage points).

Carneiro and Ginja (2014) and Ludwig and Miller (2007) both use (fuzzy) regression

discontinuity designs to identify the causal effect of Head Start. Carneiro and Ginja (2014)

exploit fuzzy discontinuities based on income eligibility rules. They are unable to estimate

effects for girls because their first-stages are insignificant, but they find effects of Head Start

on crime and health outcomes for boys. They do not find significant effects on high school

completion or college attendance. Ludwig and Miller (2007) exploit a discontinuity in Head

Start funding rates at the OEO cutoff for grant-writing assistance. They find a drop in child

mortality rates around the cutoff and they report evidence that suggest positive effects on high

school completion and college attendance for eligible cohorts.

Although these studies on long-term outcomes tend to find positive effects of Head Start,

they differ in the specific long-term outcomes that are affected as well as the subgroups that are

found to benefit from Head Start. As pointed out by Elango et al. (2016), it is unclear wether

1The coefficient on earnings is not statistically significant.
2The do find effects on crime for African-Americans but not for whites.
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the lack of consistency between these studies is due to differences in (counterfactual) treatment,

differences in population, or problems related to the empirical approach.

We contribute to the existing literature on long term effects by estimating the effect of Head

Start on the entire cumulative potential outcome distributions of education and wage income,

using two nonparametric weak stochastic dominance assumptions that are explained and checked

in Section 4. We will report results separately by gender and by race, as well as results where the

counterfactual treatment is home-based care or mixture of home-based care and other preschool.

3 Data

We use data from the National Longitudinal Study of Youth 1979 (NLSY79) which is a sample

of 14 to 22-year-olds living in the U.S. in 1979 who were interviewed annually up to 1994 and

every other year after. Although the oldest individuals in the NLSY79 were born in 1957, the

first cohort to become eligible for Head Start was born in 1960, and we thus base our analysis

on the 1960–64 cohorts.

As outcomes in our analysis, we use individuals’ highest observed years of education as

well as yearly wage income both reported in 1994, when the individuals were in their early

30s.3,4 Information on Head Start participation was also collected in 1994, when respondents

were asked whether they attended the Head Start program as a child, as well as whether they

attended any type of preschool.5 We restrict the main sample to Head Start participants and

individuals who did not participate in Head Start nor any type of preschool. This means that

in the main analysis we will estimate effects of Head Start relative to informal care and not

relative to other types of preschool. We will also show results where we include individuals who

attended another type of preschool in the estimation sample, this will create a counter-factual

which is a mixture of preschool and informal care.

Basic background information such as age (birth year), gender and race is available in the

3In 1994 the respondents were between 30 and 34 years old.
4For each of the survey years information about the highest completed grade is available. We use the maximum

of the reported highest completed grade over the years 1979-1994 as our measure of years of education. Yearly wage
income is measured by the question “During 1993, how much did you receive from wages, salary, commissions, or
tips from all (other) jobs, before deductions for taxes or anything else?”.

5The actual Head Start question asked “Now think back to when you were a child. To your knowledge, did you
ever attend a Head Start program when you were a preschooler?”.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics

Head Start Race

All Yes No White Black Hispanic

Head Start 0.23 0.08 0.49 0.21
Age 32.1 32.0 32.1 32.1 32.1 32.0
Female 0.50 0.52 0.50 0.49 0.51 0.51
Race:
- White 0.49 0.16 0.59
- Black 0.31 0.66 0.21
- Hispanic 0.20 0.17 0.20
Parental Education:
- Less than High School 0.21 0.26 0.19 0.10 0.19 0.50
- Some High School 0.15 0.22 0.13 0.11 0.25 0.11
- High School 0.40 0.38 0.41 0.47 0.40 0.24
- College (1-3 years) 0.12 0.07 0.13 0.14 0.09 0.08
- College (4+ years) 0.12 0.07 0.14 0.18 0.06 0.06
Family income 1978 16,303 11,603 17,759 21,096 10,946 13,077

Highest completed grade 12.8 12.6 12.8 13.1 12.6 12.1
Wage income 22,633 19,637 23,456 25,226 19,057 20,790

N 4,876 1,132 3,744 2,404 1,518 954
Note: Sample sizes for wage income are: 3,781; 815; 2,966; 1,985; 1,060 and 736.

data. The respondents also provided information on parental education. For each parent the

highest completed grade was reported. Since education is more often missing for the father than

for the mother, the main analysis uses the highest reported completed grade of either the mother

or father as a measure of parental education which is recoded in the following categories: less

than high school, some high school, high school, 1–3 years of college and 4 or more years of

college.

Table 1 reports descriptive statistics on the variables that we use below. First, about one

out of four respondents in our sample attended Head Start. The average respondent was 32

years old in 1994. Thirty-one percent of respondents is black, 20 percent is Hispanic, and the

remaining half is white. About 20 percent of the individuals in our dataset have parents whose

highest completed education is less than high school, while 15 percent of parents attended and

40 percent completed high school. Of the remaining 24 percent of parents with some college

education, half completed 4 years or more.

The final two rows of Table 1 report the highest attained grade and yearly wage income
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(in 1994 USD). We see that by 1994 respondents had attained, on average, about 13 years of

education, or slightly more than high school. Reported wage income is on average about 23,000

USD.6

4 Empirical approach

4.1 Non-parametric bounds

Let Yi(h) be individual i’s potential outcome if her Head Start status is h, where h = 1 if she

participates in Head Start and h = 0 otherwise. Let Di equal 1 if individual i actually participated

in Head Start and equal 0 otherwise. The link between the observed outcome Y and the potential

outcomes is given by Yi ≡ Yi(1) ·Di +Yi(0) · (1−Di).

Many studies focus on estimating a specific parameter of the potential outcome distributions,

such as the mean. Instead, we focus on the entire cumulative distribution of potential education

and labor market outcomes. The causal effect of interest is then the effect of Head Start

participation on the probability of obtaining an education or labor market outcome greater than

γ :7

4(γ) = Pr(Y (1)> γ)−Pr(Y (0)> γ) = FY (0)(γ)−FY (1)(γ) (1)

For example, if Y is years of education then ∆(11) would be the effect of Head Start on obtaining

more than 11 years of education i.e. a high school degree or more (and equivalently −∆(11)

would be the effect of obtaining no more than 11 years of education). We estimate (1) for values

of γ over the whole support of Y (h).

As shown in equation (1), the causal effect is the difference between two cumulative

potential outcome distribution functions (CDFs); the CDF we would observe with no Head Start

as potential treatment, FY (0) (γ), and the CDF we would observe with Head Start as potential

treatment, FY (1)(γ). By using the law of iterated expectations we can decompose these two

6Sample size is smaller for wage income which is mostly due to non-employment.
7To economize on notation we omit the individual subscript i from hereon.
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cumulative potential outcome distributions as follows

FY (1)(γ) = F(γ|D = 1) ·Pr(D = 1)+FY (1)(γ|D = 0) ·Pr(D = 0) (2)

FY (0)(γ) = F(γ|D = 0) ·Pr(D = 0)+FY (0)(γ|D = 1) ·Pr(D = 1) (3)

Equations (2) and (3) highlight the identification problem; we observe the cumulative

outcome distributions for Head Start participants, F(γ|D= 1), and for non-participants, F(γ|D=

0). We also observe the proportion of participants, Pr(D = 1), and non-participants Pr(D = 0).

However, we do not observe the cumulative potential outcome distribution for the participants

had they not participated in Head Start, FY (0)(γ|D = 1), nor the cumulative potential outcome

distribution for the non-participants had they participated in Head Start, FY (1)(γ|D = 0).

The starting point of our analysis is based on a simple fact: CDFs are bounded between

0 and 1. We can therefore replace the unobserved cumulative potential outcome distributions,

FY (1)(γ|D = 0) and FY (0)(γ|D = 1), by 0 to get lower bounds and by 1 to get upper bounds on

FY (1)(γ) and FY (0)(γ). This implies that we can obtain the following bounds without adding

assumptions (Manski, 1989, 1990):

F(γ|D = 1) ·Pr(D = 1)≤ FY (1)(γ)≤ F(γ|D = 1) ·Pr(D = 1)+Pr(D = 0) (4)

F(γ|D = 0) ·Pr(D = 0)≤ FY (0)(γ)≤ F(γ|D = 0) ·Pr(D = 0)+Pr(D = 1) (5)

To further tighten these No-Assumption bounds we continue by imposing two nonparametric

weak stochastic dominance assumptions, proposed by Manski (1997); Manski and Pepper

(2000), which we discuss in turn.

The first assumption that we will impose is a Monotone Instrumental Variable (MIV)

assumption, which is a weak stochastic dominance assumption with respect to potential outcome

distributions as a function of a so-called monotone instrumental variable. We use the maximum

level of parental education as a monotone instrumental variable:

Assumption 1. Monotone Instrumental Variable (MIV) – The potential outcome distributions

of children with parents of a given education level are weakly stochastically dominated by those
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of children with more educated parents:

FY (h)(γ|X = x2)≤ FY (h)(γ|X = x1) ∀γ,∀h,∀x2 > x1 (6)

Suppose we take the probability of obtaining at most 11 years of education as the potential

outcome of interest, FY (h)(11|X = x). The MIV assumption states that if everyone (or a random

person) would receive the same treatment – either Head Start (h = 1) or no Head Start (h = 0) –

then the probability of obtaining at most 11 years of education will, on average, not be higher

for individuals with high educated parents (X = x2) compared to individuals with low educated

parents (X = x1). Note that, unlike classical IV estimation, this allows for a direct effect of

parents’ level of education on the potential education and labor market outcomes as long as this

effect is not negative.

We can exploit this weak stochastic dominance assumption to tighten the No-Assumption

bounds in the following way. We first compute upper and lower bounds on the cumulative

potential outcome distributions FY (h)(γ|X = x) for each level of parent’s education x. Under the

MIV assumption FY (h)(γ|X = x∗) is no lower than any of the lower bounds on FY (h)(γ|X = x)

for all x > x∗. We can therefore obtain the MIV lower bound on FY (h)(γ|X = x∗) by taking the

maximum of the lower bounds on FY (h)(γ|X = x) for x≥ x∗. Similarly we can obtain the MIV

upper bound on FY (h)(γ|X = x∗) by taking the minimum of the upper bounds on FY (h)(γ|X = x)

for x≤ x∗.

Figure 1 also illustrates how the MIV assumption can be exploited to tighten the bounds

around FY (h)(γ|X). It shows fictive upper and lower bounds on FY (h)(γ|X) for three levels of

parental education. For individuals whose parents have a middle education level, the potential

probability of obtaining an education or labor market outcome of at most γ is assumed to be

weakly higher, on average, than for individuals with high educated parents and weakly lower

than for individuals with low educated parents. We can therefore use the upper (lower) bound

from the sample of those with middle educated parents as an MIV upper (lower) bound for those

with high (low) educated parents.

Finally, by taking the weighted average of the MIV bounds over all x∗ ∈ X , we obtain the
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F Y(
h)
(γ

|X
)

Low HighMiddle

Parents'  level of education (X)

upper/lower bound
MIV upper/lower bound

Figure 1. Example of how an MIV can tighten the bounds

following aggregate MIV-bounds on FY (h)(γ).

∑
x∗∈X

(
max
x≥x∗

LBFY (h)(γ)|X=x)

)
Pr(X = x∗)

≤ FY (h)(γ)≤

∑
x∗∈X

(
min
x≤x∗

UBFY (h)(γ)|X=x)

)
Pr(X = x∗) ∀γ,h (7)

The second weak stochastic dominance assumption that we use to tighten the bounds is the

Monotone Treatment Selection assumption, which is motivated by the eligibility criteria of Head

Start as described in Section 2. Equation (8) shows the MTS assumption.

Assumption 2. Monotone Treatment Selection (MTS) – The distribution of potential outcomes

of Head Start participants are weakly stochastically dominated by those of nonparticipants:

FY (h)(γ|D = 0,X)≤ FY (h)(γ|D = 1,X) ∀γ,h (8)

The MTS assumption implies that if all individuals would receive the same treatment - either

Head Start (h = 1) or no Head Start (h = 0) - the probability of obtaining an education or labor

market outcome smaller or equal than some value γ should, on average, be weakly higher for

the participants (D = 1) compared to the nonparticipants (D = 0).

Figure 2 illustrates how this MTS assumption can be used to tighten the bounds. Panel (a)

shows how to tighten the bounds around the cumulative potential outcome distribution of the
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Worst-Case lower bound

Worst-Case upper bound

MTS

0
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γ (schooling/labor market outcome)

MTS LB/UB on FY(1) (γ | D=0, X) FY (γ | D=1, X)

(a) Bounds around FY (1)(γ|X) for nonparticipants

Worst-Case lower bound

Worst-Case upper bound

MTS

0

.2

.4

.6

.8

1

5 10 15 20
γ (schooling/labor market outcome)

MTS LB/UB on FY(0) (γ | D=1, X) FY (γ | D=0, X)

(b) Bounds around FY (0)(γ|X) for participants

Figure 2. Illustration of the MTS assumption

education or labor market outcome in case of Head Start as potential treatment; FY (1)(γ|X) . This

cumulative potential outcome distribution is observed for participants and equals FY (γ|D = 1,X),

but without imposing additional assumption all we know for the nonparticipants is that it

will be between 0 and 1. Under the MTS assumption the potential outcome distribution

of nonparticipants weakly stochastically dominates the potential outcome distribution of the

participants, which means that we can use the observed cumulative distribution of the participants,

FY (γ|D = 1,X) as an upper bound on the unobserved cumulative potential outcome distribution

for the nonparticipants, FY (1)(γ|D = 0,X). Panel (b) shows that under a similar reasoning

we can use the observed cumulative distribution of the nonparticipants, FY (γ|D = 0,X) as a

lower bound on the unobserved cumulative potential outcome distribution for the participants,

FY (0)(γ|D = 1,X). Equation (9) show the MTS bounds.

FY (γ|D = 1,X) ·Pr(D = 1|X)≤ FY (1)(γ|X)≤ FY (γ|D = 1,X)

FY (γ|D = 0,X)≤ FY (0)(γ|X)≤ FY (γ|D = 0,X) ·Pr(D = 0|X)+Pr(D = 1|X)

(9)

In the analysis we combine the MTS and MIV assumptions by first calculating MTS upper and

lower bounds on FY (h)(γ|X) for each level of parents’ education and then use these in equation

(7) to obtain the combined MTS-MIV bounds. This implies that the MTS assumption should

hold conditional on the level of parents’ education X .

So far we used the MTS and MIV assumptions to tighten the bounds around the two
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cumulative potential outcome distribution functions, FY (1)(γ) and FY (0)(γ). To obtain a lower

bound on the causal effect,4(γ) = FY (0)(γ)−FY (1)(γ), we subtract the upper bound on FY (1)(γ)

from the lower bound on FY (0)(γ).8

All bounds are consistent under the maintained assumptions but they may have finite-sample

biases because bounds shown in Section 5 are obtained by taking maxima and minima over

collections of nonparametric estimates. All bounds using the MIV-assumption are therefore

corrected for finite sample bias following Kreider and Pepper (2007), who propose a bias-

correction method that uses the bootstrap distribution to estimate the finite-sample bias.9 Finally

we use the methods from Imbens and Manski (2004) to obtain 90% and 95% confidence intervals

around the bounds based on 999 bootstrap replications.10

4.2 Assumption check

The MIV assumption

The MTS and MIV assumptions are untestable since they involve counter-factual outcomes

that are not observed for everyone. However, since the pre-Head Start cohorts in the NLSY79

(i.e. those born from 1957-1959) did not have the opportunity to enroll in Head Start, the

counter-factual outcome without Head Start (Y (0)) is observed for all these individuals. This

allows us to check whether the weak stochastic dominance assumption of our MIV holds in this

sample of pre-Head Start cohorts.

Figure 3 plots the cumulative distribution functions of the long-term outcomes we consider

– education and wage income – by parental education. The distribution functions need to be

8The upper bounds on the causal effects are never small enough to be informative.
9Kreider and Pepper (2007) suggest to estimate the finite sample bias as ˆbias =

( 1
K ∑

K
k=1 θk

)
− θ̂ , where θ̂ is the

initial estimate of the upper or lower bound and θk is the estimate of the kth bootstrap replication. The bias-corrected
MIV-bounds are subsequently obtained by subtracting the estimated biases from the estimated upper and lower
bounds.

10Equation 10 gives the formula for a 95-percent confidence interval:

CI0.95 =
( ˆlb− cIM · σ̂lb , ûb+ cIM · σ̂ub

)
(10)

where ˆlb and ûb are the estimated upper and lower bounds and σ̂lb and σ̂ub are the estimated standard errors of
the estimated lower and upper bounds, obtained by 999 bootstrap replications. The parameter cIM depends on the
width of the bounds and is obtained by solving equation 11.

Φ

(
cIM +

(
ûb− ˆlb

)
max{σ̂lb, σ̂ub}

)
−Φ(−cIM) = 0.95 (11)
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Figure 3. MIV Check – Stochastic dominance of outcomes among pre-Head Start cohorts

weakly ordered for Assumption 1 to hold, with those of individuals with more educated parents

shifted uniformly to the right compared to those of individuals with less educated parents.

The left panel shows these cumulative distributions for years of education. As can be seen in

the figure, there is a clear and strict ordering, which is consistent with our MIV assumption.

The right panel shows the results for wage income. The cumulative distribution functions of

individuals with parents who attained less than or some high school overlap, and the first column

of Table 2 shows we cannot reject that they are equal using a one-side Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test (McFadden, 1989). Note that this is consistent with our MIV assumption since that only

requires weak first order stochastic dominance. The remaining distribution functions show again

strict first-order stochastic dominance and are therefore consistent with the MIV assumption.

In Sections 5.3 and 5.4 we estimate bounds on the effect of Head Start separately by gender

and by race and the MIV assumption therefore also needs to hold conditional on gender and race.

Figures A1 and A2 in the appendix show the cumulative distributions of education and wage

income for the pre-Head start cohorts for each level of the MIV separately for men, women,

blacks, whites and Hispanics. Although not all distributions show a strict stochastic dominance

ordering, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests in Table 2 show that for none of the sub-samples

the null hypothesis is rejected, which is consistent with the validity of the MIV assumption

conditional on gender and conditional on race.
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Table 2. Test of MIV assumption — p-values for H0 : Fj = Fj−1 vs H1 : Fj > Fj−1

Sample

All Men Women White Black Hispanic

A. Education, j :
2- Some High School 1.000 1.000 0.944 0.978 1.000 0.986
3- High School 1.000 0.998 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
4- College (1-3 years) 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.991 1.000
5- College (4+ years) 0.999 1.000 0.998 0.999 1.000 0.964

B. Wage Income, j :
2- Some High School 0.229 0.132 0.822 0.545 0.648 0.679
3- High School 0.999 0.999 0.984 0.999 0.999 0.980
4- College (1-3 years) 0.996 0.884 0.873 0.995 0.498 0.291
5- College (4+ years) 0.835 0.978 0.611 0.583 0.993 0.936
Note: Reported p-values are from one sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, using data on years of education and wage
income for the pre-Head Start cohorts (born between 1957–1959). Number of observations for education equal
4,873 (all), 2,425 (men), 2,448 (women), 3,172 (white), 1,044 (black), 657 (Hispanic). Number of observations for
wage income equal 2,153 (all), 1,099 (men), 1,054 (women), 1,189 (white), 582 (black), 382 (Hispanic).

The MTS assumption

The motivation for using the MTS assumption comes from the eligibility rules which result in

Head Start participants coming disproportionally from disadvantaged backgrounds, and because

of that having potential outcome distributions that are weakly stochastically dominated by those

of individuals that did not participate in Head Start. In Section 5 we will show results that are

based on both the MTS and the MIV assumption which implies that the MTS should hold for

each level of parental education. Although it is not possible to test this identifying assumption

we can investigate whether background characteristics of the Head Start participants are indeed

weakly stochastically dominated by those of nonparticipants within each sub-sample defined by

the values of the MIV.

Figure 4 shows cumulative distributions of family income measured in 1978 when the

individuals were between 14 and 18 years old.11 For each of the values of the MIV the

distribution of family income for the Head Start participants is stochastically dominated by the

distribution of nonparticipants, which is in line with the MTS assumption. The first column in

11Family income could potentially be used as a MIV, but we do not do this for the following reasons. Information
on family income is not available when the individuals are of preschool age, it is only collected from 1978 and
onwards. In addition, eligibility is determined by family income which implies that there are no or very few Head
Start participants for certain values of a MIV that is based on family income. Finally, the MTS assumption should
hold conditional on the MIV, which we think is a stronger assumption when using family income as MIV compared
to using parental education as MIV.
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Figure 4. MTS Check – Conditional (on MIV) CDFs of Family income at age 14-18 for Head
Start participants and non-participants

Table 3 shows indeed that the assumption that the distribution of family income of the Head Start

participants is weakly stochastically dominated by that of the nonparticipants is not rejected at

all conventional significant levels. Figures A3 and A4 in the appendix report the cumulative

distributions of family income for the participants and nonparticipants, separately by gender

and by race. Although in some sub-samples there is no strict stochastic dominance for some

of the values of the MIV, Table 3 shows that the null hypothesis is not rejected in any of the

sub-samples, which implies that we do not reject the MTS assumption conditional on gender

nor conditional on race.

Although not complete, the checks in Tables 2 and 3 strongly support our identifying

assumptions.
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Table 3. Test of MTS assumption — p-values for H0 : Fj,h=0 = Fj,h=1 vs H1 : Fj,h=0 > Fj,h=1

Sample

All Men Women White Black Hispanic

j:
1- Less than High School 0.978 0.985 0.921 0.550 0.651 0.303
2- Some High School 0.875 0.914 0.953 0.872 0.344 0.868
3- High School 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.970 0.941
4- College (1-3 years) 0.995 0.995 0.957 0.940 0.832 0.975
5- College (4+ years) 0.997 0.999 0.960 0.962 0.966 0.718

Unconditional 0.999 0.984 1.000 0.997 0.944 0.845
Note: Reported p-values are from one sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, using data on family income in 1978 for
the Head Start cohorts (born between 1960–1965). Number of observations equal 4028 (all), 2018 (men), 2010
(women), 1957 (white), 1268 (black), 803 (Hispanic)

4.3 Combining two monotone instrumental variables

The MIV-assumption described in Assumption 1 combines the education of the father and the

mother in one monotone instrumental variable by taking the highest reported completed grade

of either the mother or the father. We will also report results where we use the highest reported

completed grade of both the mother (XM) and the father (XF ) as two separate MIV’s, both

recoded in the following 3 categories: less than high school, high school and more than high

school. In this case we will use the following semi-monotone instrumental variable assumption

FY (h)
(
γ|XM = xM

2 ,XF = xF
2
)
≤ FY (h)

(
γ|XM = xM

1 ,XF = xF
1
)

∀γ, ∀h, ∀xM
2 ≥ xM

1 and xF
2 ≥ xF

1

(12)

Suppose we take the probability of obtaining at most 11 years of education as the potential

outcome of interest, FY (h)(11). The MIV assumption states that if everyone (or a random person)

would receive the same treatment – either Head Start (h = 1) or no Head Start (h = 0) – then

the probability of obtaining at most 11 years of education will, on average, not be higher for

individuals with a high educated father and a high educated mother compared to individuals

whose mother, father or both parents have a lower education level. The assumption states

nothing about the stochastic dominance of the potential outcome distributions if we compare

individuals who have a high educated mother and a low educated father with individuals who

have a high educated father and a low educated mother. The computation of the bounds using
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two monotone instruments is very similar to the MIV bounds in equation (7) except that the

maxima and minima are taken over pairs of values of father’s and mother’s education that are

ordered.

Figures A6 and A7 and Table A1 in the appendix show the MIV-assumption check described

in Section 4.2 for the case of two MIV’s. For years of education as outcome we observe a strict

ordering with the cumulative distributions of those with higher educated fathers/ mothers shifted

uniformly to the right. For wage income we do not always observe this strict ordering, but the

one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests in Table A1 show that for none of the sub-samples the

null hypothesis is rejected, which is consistent with the validity of the two-MIV assumption.

5 The effects of Head Start on long term outcomes

We now present the results from the bounds analysis. We start out by presenting bounds on the

cumulative potential outcome distributions as well as lower bounds on the causal effects of Head

Start across the distribution. We will first show these for the whole sample, for both education

and earnings, after which we will proceed to our subsample analysis where we consider results

separately by gender and by race.

5.1 Overall effects

The top left panel of Figure 5 shows the bounds on the cumulative potential outcome distribution

of education for the main sample. The light grey area bounds the cumulative potential outcome

distribution without Head Start (FY (0) (γ)), while the dark grey area bounds the cumulative

potential outcome distribution with Head Start (FY (1) (γ)). This figure shows that the bounds are

informative in the sense that there are points on the support of education where the lower bound

on the cumulative distribution function of Y (0) is larger than the upper bound on the cumulative

distribution function of Y (1).

As explained above, to calculate the lower bound on the effect of Head Start on achieving

at least γ year of education we subtract the upper bound on FY (1)(γ) from the lower bound on

FY (0)(γ). This is the white area in between the shaded areas in Figure 5 where we bound the

cumulative potential outcome distributions. The top right panel in Figure 5 shows the lower
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Figure 5. MTS-MIV bounds on the effect of Head Start on education and earnings

bound on this causal effect at the different margins of education. As can be seen in the figure,

for γ up to 14 years of education there is a positive lower bound on the effect of Head Start on

obtaining more than γ years of education. For example, the lower bound at γ = 11 is 0.03 which

means that Head Start increases high school graduation (more than 11 years of education) rates

by at least 3 percentage points. This is a substantial effect as 22 percent of the complete sample

and 24 percent of the Head Start participants did not complete high school (obtained less than

12 years of education). The top right panel in Figure 5 also shows the (lower bound of the) 90

and 95 percent confidence intervals. We see that we find statistically significant lower bounds

on the probability of obtaining more than 10, 11 and 12 years of education.

The bottom left panel of Figure 5 shows the bounds on the cumulative potential outcome

distributions of wage income. As can be seen from the figure, the lower bound on FY (0)(γ) and
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Figure 6. MTS- two MIV bounds on the effect of Head Start on education and earnings

the upper bound on FY (1)(γ) are only separated at the lower end up to values of γ of about 5,000

USD. The bottom right panel of Figure 5 plots the corresponding lower bounds on the effect of

Head Start on obtaining different levels of income, as well as the lower bounds of the 90 and 95

percent confidence intervals. It shows that there is a statistically significant effect of Head Start

on wage income but only at the very bottom end of the distribution.

5.2 Combining two monotone instruments

As described in Section 4.3, it is possible to use mother’s and father’s level of education as two

separate MIV’s instead of combining the two into one monotone instrument. An advantage of

using two separate MIV’s is that it can give more informative bounds. A disadvantage is that we

have to drop 18% of the observations because we can only include individuals in the sample if
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we have information on the education of both the mother and the father.

The top two panels of Figure 6 show the results for years of education when we use mother’s

and father’s education as two separate MIV’s. The top left panel looks very similar to the top

left panel of Figure 5, but from the top right panel it becomes clear that the bounds using two

monotone instruments are tighter than when we combine parent’s education into one MIV. The

results show that Head Start increases high school graduation (more than 11 years of education)

rates by at least 4 percentage points.

The bottom two panels of Figure 6 report the bounds for wage income as outcome variable.

These bounds are clearly tighter than in Figure 5 and indicate that there is a substantial and

statistically significant positive effect of Head Start on wage income at the bottom end of the

distribution. The biggest effects are found around the 1993 single person poverty threshold

(7,518 USD); the estimated lower bound shows for example that Head Start increases the

probability of earning 7,500 dollar or more by at least 6 percentage points.

5.3 Effects by gender

Many studies have documented that early childhood interventions affect boys and girls differently

and also found substantial differences across race. Following these results and other studies

of Head Start we therefore investigate treatment effects for these different subgroups. In this

subsection we estimate bounds on the effect of Head Start separately by gender, after which we

will consider outcomes by race in Section 5.4. We will report results where we use the maximum

of mother’s and father’s education as one MIV as we did in Section 5.1, because there are too

few observations in (some of ) the MIV-categories using two MIV’s when we estimate bounds

separately by gender and race.

The top right panel of Figure 7 reports the lower bounds on the effect on education for

women. This shows that Head Start increases the probability of completing more than 10 years

of education by at least 5 percentage points and high school completion by at least 3 percentage

points. The figure also shows a positive lower bound for the year following high school, but

the cumulative potential outcome distributions are not separated at higher levels of education.

Around high school the lower bounds are however all significant at the 5 percent level. To

compare, the bottom right panel of Figure 7 reports the lower bounds on the effect on education
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Figure 7. The effect of Head Start on years of education – By gender

for men. While the lower bounds on the effect of Head Start are positive from 11 to 14 years of

education, they are smaller than for women and not statistically significant (the lower bound on

the impact on high school completion is close to being significant at the 10 percent level). We

therefore find informative bounds for women, but not for men.

The top panels of Figure 8 report the bounds on the effect on wage income for women. We

estimate positive lower bounds on the effect of Head Start increasing income beyond γ , for levels

of γ up to 20,000 USD, and up to 15,000 USD the lower bounds amount to about 3 percentage

points. Although these bounds are systematically positive at the lower end of the distribution,

they are relatively imprecise. They are only significant at the 5 percent level for very low values
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Figure 8. The effect of Head Start on wage income in 1993– By gender

of γ . For men we see in the bottom panel of Figure 8 positive lower bounds on the effect of

Head Start increasing earnings beyond levels up to 7,000 USD, which tend to be statistically

significant at the 10 percent level. Although imprecise these results suggest that Head Start

may successfully raise income for women up to relatively high levels, while for men the bounds

suggest some impact around single person poverty lines.

5.4 Effects by race

Following the literature we report results by race in Figures 10 and 11. Investigating the impact

separately by race is in particular relevant in the context of Head Start, since its eligibility criteria
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Figure 9. CDF’s of Y(0) in the pre-Head start cohorts and family income by race

target the poor, and consequently a disproportionate share of Head Start participants are black

and to a lesser extent Hispanic. So although there are hardly any participation disparities by

gender, the probability of being exposed to Head Start is markedly different for children from

white, black or Hispanic families as could be seen in Table (1).

There are also reasons to expect heterogenous effect by race because we find the largest

lower bounds at the bottom end of the distribution, which indicates that those with low ability

and/or low background characteristics tend to benefit the most from participating in Head Start.

That blacks and Hispanics are overrepresented at the lower end of the distribution is illustrated

by Figure 9, which shows the CDFs of education and wage income for the pre-Head Start

cohorts, FY (0), as well as the CDF of family income in 1978 (for the Head Start cohorts) by race.

The distributions of Y (0) and family income of whites stochastically dominate those of blacks

and Hispanics, which suggest that we would expect larger effects of Head Start for blacks and

Hispanics.

We will first discuss the results for education after which we will turn to those for wage

income. First consider the top panel in Figure 10 which shows that the bounds on the cumulative

potential outcome distributions overlap and that the lower bounds on the effects on education

for whites are essentially all negative and thus not informative. The middle panel shows the

estimated bounds for blacks. Here we see a substantial gap between the bounds on the cumulative

potential outcome distributions which translates into a positive lower bound on the effect of Head

Start for a wide range of education levels. These lower bounds imply that Head Start increases

completed years of education for blacks at all margins from 9 to 15 years of education. Around
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Figure 10. The effect of Head Start on years of education– By race
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Note: Number of observations equals 1988 (white), 1061 (black) and 738 (Hispanic). Estimated bounds are
bias-corrected using the bootstrap bias-correcting method proposed by Kreider and Pepper (2007). 90 and 95%
confidence intervals are obtained using the method from Imbens and Manski (2004) with 999 bootstrap replications.

Figure 11. The effect of Head Start on wage income in 1993– By race
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high school graduation these lower bounds are around 5 percentage points and statistically

significant at the 5 percent level.

The bottom panel in Figure 10 presents the results for Hispanics. Here we find positive

lower bounds for a similar wide margin of completed education as for blacks. The lower bound

is particularly high at the high school completion margin (i.e. having more than 11 years of

education) where we find that Head Start increases the probability of having a high school

diploma or more by at least 10 percentage points.

Figure 11 reports the results for wage income. The top panel shows the results for whites.

Although the lower bounds on the impact on education were uninformative, we do see positive

and statistically significant lower bounds on the impact of Head Start at the bottom of the wage

income distribution where the lower bound on FY (0)(γ) and the upper bound on FY (1)(γ) are

separated for values of γ up to 15,000 USD. The middle panel panel shows the results for blacks.

Here we also see that the lower bound on FY (0)(γ) and the upper bound on FY (1)(γ) are separated

over a similar range as for whites. The lower bounds tend to be statistically significant around

the poverty thresholds. Finally, the bottom panel reports the estimated bounds for Hispanics.

While the estimates show that the cumulative potential outcome distributions are systematically

separated up to 20,000 USD, the lower bounds are mostly imprecisely estimated.

To summarize, these results show that Head Start has a statistically significant positive effect

on years of education, in particular for blacks and Hispanics. For wage income we also find

evidence that Head Start has beneficial impacts, with effects located at the lower end of the

distribution.

5.5 The importance of the counterfactual

As indicated by Elango et al. (2016) the evaluations of Head Start report contradictory evidence,

in part because these studies compare Head Start with different counterfactual childcare arrange-

ments. In addition, two recent papers, Kline and Walters (2016) and Feller et al. (2016), show

that the finding that the effect of Head Start on cognitive test scores fades out is sensitive to the

choice of the counter-factual treatment.

So far we have shown results where we compare the effectiveness of Head Start with informal

care. To see whether the results are sensitive to the choice of the counter-factual, Figure 12 shows
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confidence intervals are obtained using the method from Imbens and Manski (2004) with 999 bootstrap replications.

Figure 12. MTS-MIV bounds on the effect of Head Start – sample including other preschool

results where we include individuals that attended another non-Head-Start preschool program in

the group of nonparticipants. This means that we compare Head Start with a counter-factual that

is a mixture of informal care and alternative center-based preschool programs. It also implies that

our sample size increases (by 16 percent) and that our MTS assumption changes a bit because

we include the respondents that attended another preschool in the group of nonparticipants.

Figure A5 in the appendix shows that, for each of the values of the MIV, the distribution of

family income for the Head Start participants is stochastically dominated by the distribution of

the group that includes the nonparticipants and those that attended another preschool program.

This is in line with the MTS assumption.
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Figure 12 shows that the results are qualitatively very similar to the results in Figure 5. The

lower bounds on the effect of Head Start are however lower in Figure 12, for example, Head

Start increases the probability of high school graduation by at least 3 percentage points when

the counter-factual is informal care compared to 2 percentage points when the counter-factual is

a mixture of informal care and center-based preschool. These results confirm that it is important

to be explicit about the counter-factual and that the effects of Head Start seem strongest when

informal (home-based) care is the alternative treatment.

5.6 Distributional effects of Head Start on the treated

In this paper we estimate bounds on the cumulative potential outcome distributions, FY (0)(γ)

and FY (1)(γ), as well as lower bounds on the causal effect of Head Start which we define as the

difference between these two cumulative potential outcome distributions; 4(γ) = FY (0)(γ)−

FY (1)(γ). Although our estimated bounds show how the effects of Head Start vary over the

outcome distribution, it is also informative to know how the effects on the treated vary over the

outcome distribution;4(γ|D = 1) = FY (0)(γ|D = 1)−FY (1)(γ|D = 1) . The causal effect that

we focus on in this paper is a weighted average of the causal effect on the treated and the causal

effect on the non-treated:12

4(γ) =4(γ|D = 1)P(D = 1)+4(γ|D = 0)P(D = 0)

which implies that if the effect of Head Start on the probability of obtaining an education or labor

market outcome bigger than γ for the non-treated is not higher than the effect for the treated

(4(γ|D = 1) ≥ 4(γ|D = 0)), the lower bounds reported in this paper can be interpreted as

(conservative) lower bounds on the distributional effects on the treated. Our subsample analysis

suggests that this is indeed the case, because the estimated lower bounds are highest for the

subsamples with the highest shares of Head Start participants (blacks and Hispanics).

12Although it is straightforward to use the Monotone Treatment Selection assumption to bound the distributional
effects of Head Start on the treated, this does not hold for the Monotone Instrumental Variable assumption.
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6 Conclusion and discussion

There is currently no consensus in the literature about the effectiveness of Head Start. Many

studies document positive effects of Head Start on short term outcomes, yet effects on cognitive

outcomes appear to fadeout by 1st grade. It is unclear though whether the observed fadeout is

real, or whether it is an artifact of the scaling of test scores (Bond and Lang, 2013; Cascio and

Staiger, 2012). In addition as is shown by Kline and Walters (2016) and Feller et al. (2016),

the finding of fadeout appears to depend on the counterfactual treatment. Regardless of the

existence of any fade out in cognitive test scores, Head Start may also have important effects on

non cognitive skills or the home environment, and ultimately one would therefore like to know

whether Head Start affects long run life outcomes.

Assessing the effect of Head Start on the long run has however turned out to be challenging

for at least two reasons. First, long run outcomes are often not observed. Second, it is difficult

to find exogenous variation in Head Start participation that can be exploited to estimate relevant

treatment effects. The few available studies that focus on longer term outcomes rely on quasi-

experimental evidence, and tend to find positive impacts. This evidence is however scattered

and the studies disagree on who benefits and what outcome margins are affected.

The current paper contributes to this small literature and is the first to consider distributional

effects of Head Start on long term outcomes. It estimates the long term impacts without relying

on quasi-experimental variation in Head Start participation, but instead relies on two weak

stochastic dominance assumptions. This approach results in bounds around the cumulative

potential outcome distributions of education and wage income and on the distributional effect of

Head Start.

The tightest bounds show that Head Start increases high school graduation by at least 4

percentage points and the probability of earning more than the (one-person) poverty threshold

by at least 6 percentage points. The positive lower bounds are concentrated at the bottom end

of the distribution, which suggests that Head Start offers the highest benefits to those with low

skills and/or social background. This is confirmed by our sub-sample analyses where we find

large lower bounds on the payoffs to Head Start for blacks and Hispanics. Our results therefore

paint a consistent picture of the distributional long term effects of Head Start, and suggest that
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Head Start benefits those that need it the most.
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A Appendix
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Note: Figures based on data on years of education and wage income for the pre-Head Start cohorts (born between
1957–1959). Number of observations for education equal 2425 (men) and 2448 (women). Number of observations
for wage income equal 1099 (men) and 1054 (women).

Figure A1. MIV Assumption check – by gender
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Note: Figures based on data on years of education and wage income for the pre-Head Start cohorts (born between
1957–1959). Number of observations for education equal 3172 (white), 1044 (black) and 657 (Hispanic). Number
of observations for wage income equal 1189 (white), 582 (black) and 382 (Hispanic).

Figure A2. MIV Assumption Check – by race
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Note: Number of observations for women equal 439 (less than high school), 334 (some high school), 791 (high
school), 227 (college 1-3 years), 219 (college 4+ years) and 2010 (all). Number of observations for men equal 422
(less than high school), 280 (some high school), 828 (high school), 246 (college 1-3 years), 242 (college 4+ years)
and 2018 (all).

Figure A3. Family income and the MIV, for participants and nonparticipants– By gender
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Note: Number of observations for white equal 201 (less than high school), 208 (some high school), 928 (high
school), 289 (college 1-3 years), 331 (college 4+ years) and 1957 (all). Number of observations for black equal 252
(less than high school), 313 (some high school), 500 (high school), 122 (college 1-3 years), 81 (college 4+ years)
and 1268 (all). Number of observations for Hispanic equal 408 (less than high school), 93 (some high school), 191
(high school), 62 (college 1-3 years), 49 (college 4+ years) and 803 (all).

Figure A4. Family income and the MIV, for participants and non-participants– By race
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Note: Number of observations equal 947 (less than high school), 663 (some high school), 1825 (high school), 554
(college 1-3 years), 669 (college 4+ years) and 4658 (all).

Figure A5. Family income at age 14-18 and the MIV, for Head Start participants and
non-participants (including other preschool)
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Note: Number of observations equals 4132.

Figure A6. MIV Assumption Check, Years of education – Two MIV’s
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Note: Number of observations equals 1814.

Figure A7. MIV Assumption Check, Wage Income – Two MIV’s
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Table A1. Check 2 MIV’s – p-values of tests for H0 : Fj = Fj−1vs H1 : Fj > Fj−1

Education Wage income

Mother (k): Father ( j):
- Some High School High School 0.985 0.971

College (1+) 1.000 0.297
- High School High School 0.932 0.943

College (1+) 1.000 0.819
- College (1+) High School 0.976 0.413

College (1+) 0.999 0.972

Father (k): Mother ( j):
- Some High School High School 1.000 0.964

College (1+) 0.989 0.979
- High School High School 0.999 0.912

College (1+) 1.000 0.147
- College (1+) High School 0.989 1.000

College (1+) 0.998 0.708
Note: Reported p-values are from one sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (H0 : Fj =Fj−1 vs H1 : Fj >Fj−1) separately
for sub-samples defined by the values of the other parents education (k), using data on years of education and
wage income for the pre-Head Start cohorts (born between 1957–1959). Number of observations equals 4132
(education) and 1814 (wage income).
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